ONLY A SHADOW

Verses

1. The love _____ we have for you, O Lord, is ___.
2. The bread _____ we take and eat, O Lord, is ___.
3. Our own _____ belief in you, O Lord, is ___.
4. The dreams _____ we share today, O Lord, are ___.
5. The joy _____ we share today, O Lord, is ___.

Harmony

1. only a shadow of your love for us;
2. your body broken and shared with us;
3. only a shadow of your faith in us;
4. only a shadow of your dreams for us;
5. only a shadow of your joys for us;

Harmony

1. only a shadow of your love for us; your
2. your body broken and shared with us; the
3. only a shadow of your faith in us; your
4. only a shadow of your dreams for us; if
5. only a shadow of your joys for us; when

Melody

1. deep a bidding love. to Verse 2
2. gift of your great love. to Refrain
3. deep and lasting faith. to Verse 4
4. we but follow you. to Refrain
5. we meet face to face. to Refrain
Refrain

Melody

Our lives____ are in your hands.____ our lives____

Soprano

Our lives____ are in your hands.____ our lives____

Alto

Our lives____ are in your hands.____ our lives____

Tenor/Bass

____ are in your hands.____ Our love____ for you will

____ are in your hands.____ Our love____ for you will

grow, O Lord; your light____ in us will shine.____

grow, O Lord; your light____ in us will shine.____
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